
OMAGOD CAST ROLE REQUIREMENTS 

CHIP CHUMP™ 

1. Sobriety Requirement: 6 months
2. Must be trained to present chips.
3. As Chip Chump™ your role is to fill the Chip Chump position for

each meeting scheduled. You can pick anyone that is trained to
present chips. If you cannot find a Chip Champ for a meeting you
will present them yourself.

4. We prefer someone with good presentation skills and a positive
attitude.

5. Must have WhatsApp (members do not)
6. Position does not require co-host.

News Nerd™ 
1. Sobriety Requirement: 6 months.
2. Must be trained to read announcements.
3. As News Nerd™ your role is to fill the News Nerd position for

each meeting scheduled. You can pick anyone that is trained to
read the announcements. If you cannot find a News Nerd, you
will read the announcements yourself.

4. We prefer someone with an upbeat personality and a positive
attitude.

5. Must have WhatsApp (members do not)
6. Position does not require co-host.

Bouncer™ 
1. Sobriety Requirement: 9 months.
2. Must be trained as Bouncer.
3. Responsible for maintaining an atmosphere of recovery for the 

meeting by keeping unwanted elements under control, so you 
must have solid judgement skills.

4. Must have WhatsApp.
5. Must have basic computer knowledge.
6. Position requires co-host.



Clock Master™ 
1. Sobriety Requirement: 6 months. 
2. Must be trained as Clock Master.  
3. Responsible for maintaining the timing of the meeting and 

participant shares. 
4. Must have WhatsApp. 
5. Must have basic computer knowledge. 
6. Position requires co-host. 

 
Host™ 

1. Sobriety Requirement: 1 year. 
2. Must be trained as Host. We prefer the Host be trained as News 

Nerd & Chip Chump prior to serving as Host. 
3. Responsible for facilitating the meeting according to the 

approved script. 
4. If unable to fill their scheduled position, the Host must arrange 

for someone to cover. 
5. Must have WhatsApp. 
6. Must have basic computer knowledge. 
7. Position requires co-host. 

 
Magic Marker™ 

1. Sobriety Requirement: 6 months. 
2. Must be trained as Magic Marker. We prefer the Magic Marker 

be trained as Host or Timer prior to serving as Magic Marker. 
3. Responsible for maintaining the flow of the meeting by taking 

over the participant controls for the Host. 
4. Must have WhatsApp. 
5. Must have excellent computer skills. 
6. Position requires co-host. 

 
Backup Dancer™ 

1. Sobriety Requirement: Over 1 year, preferably 2 or more. 
2. Must be trained as Backup Dancer and stay current on brush up 

rehearsals. 
3. As Backup Dancer you are in complete control of the meeting. 

You are responsible for paperwork and documentation. You will 
have access to our Zoom account and email services. You are 



expected to follow the role according to the approved script as 
well as performing the extra duties the position requires. 

4. Must have superior computer skills. 
5. Must be nominated by another cast member. Position is 

contingent on passing training checkout. 
6. Must be proficient in MS Word, Wix, and Zoom. 
7. Position requires co-host and nerves of steel. 

 
 


